
 

 

 

Arriving by Plane: 

Lisbon is just a few hours away from North America (about 6 to 8 hours) and 2 to 3 hours from  

most European cities. Lisbon's international airport (Aeroporto da Portela) is only 7 km away 

from the city centre. A complete public transport network is available in the main towns. 

In Lisboa there are three kinds of public transport: buses and trams (Carris) and Underground 

(Metro). The bus fares is 1,80€ and the 

Metro fare is 1,40€. A simple and cheap way 

of getting from the airport to the city center 

is by bus, take the AeroBus number 1 > City 

center at the Airport, service begins at 07am 

and ends at 11pm., and the ticket price is 

3,15€. Get off at Av. Fontes Pereira de Melo 

bus stop. From there you take the number 

727 bus to go to ISEG and get off at Av. D. 

Carlos I bus stop. 

Alternatively, since the Lisbon Airport is very close to the City Centre, you can reach ISEG by taxi 

(ask about the fare beforehand and for a receipt at destination), they are available 24-hours a 

day, the journey time to the city centre lasts 20-30 minutes and costs around 16€, ask to come 

to Rua do Quelhas nº 6, near the Parliament (Assembleia da República). 

Taxis are mostly painted cream with a 

roof-light to identify them. However, 

some taxis keep the old colours, green 

and black. In towns, taxis use taximeters, 

but outside urban boundaries, the service 

is charged by the kilometer, and includes 

the price for the driver’s return to his 

starting point. From 10 p.m. to 6 p.m., the 

fare increases 20%. It is usual to give a tip 
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of 10% on top of the price registered. Luggage is charged according to a fixed rate. All taxis have 

an updated chart in two languages. 

 

Arriving by Train: 

If you arrive by train, you will reach the 

elegant Victorian-style Santa Apolónia 

railway station.  

To get to ISEG, you should take the 728 

bus and get off at Santos. Then you have 

two alternatives: either to walk up Av. 

D.Carlos I (5 minutes) or to take the 

number 706 or 727 bus and get off at the 

end of Av. D.Carlos I. 

 

 

Other transports to ISEG 

By tram: Calçada da Estrela: 28 

By train: Station of Santos (Railway Line of Cascais) 

By underground: Rato (Yellow Line) or Cais do Sodré (Green Line) 

By foot: Follow directions to the Parliament (Assembleia da República). ISEG is just across 

Calçada da Estrela. 

 


